DUCKWORTH prizes great storytelling in all forms. We publish
accessible, stimulating and intellectually curious works of non-fiction,
including biography, memoir, science, psychology and history,
as well as the most compelling historical and literary fiction.
Founded in 1898, Duckworth’s heritage includes legendary authors such
as D. H. Lawrence, Hilaire Belloc, Evelyn Waugh and Beryl Bainbridge.
Moving with the times, among our critically acclaimed authors of recent
years are Julia Child, Yu Hua, Ruth Pavey, Ray Kurzweil and Julia Parry.

FEBRUARY 2022

The Shadowy Third

Love, Letters and Elizabeth Bowen

Julia Parry

PAPERBACK
‘A work of discovery, rebuilding a
lost world with imaginative flair’

Colm Tóibín

‘Marvellous, gently elegiac,
beautifully written, and fascinating’

John Banville

‘A vivid picture of an important and
immensely gifted writer in love’

Joseph O’Connor

Critically acclaimed, this unique and compelling personal biography uncovers the
hidden love triangle between novelist Elizabeth Bowen and the author’s grandparents.
After a death in the family, Julia Parry is bequeathed a box of love letters which reveal an illicit affair between the
celebrated novelist Elizabeth Bowen and Parry’s married grandfather, Humphry House.
Drawing on the never-before-published correspondence, The Shadowy Third traces the overlapping lives of three
very different characters through some of the most dramatic decades of the twentieth century.

3 February 2022
ISBN 9780715654491
Literary Biography
384 pages | £10.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Illustrations: Integrated B/W
Territories: UK C/Wealth excluding Can.

Julia Parry was brought up in West
Africa and educated at St Andrews
and Oxford. She teaches English literature and has worked as a writer and
photographer for a variety of publications and charities. She lives in London
and Madrid. This is her first book.
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FEBRUARY 2022

Nice is Not a Biscuit

How to Build a World-Class Business by Doing the Right Thing

Peter Mead

HARDBACK
Companies are waking
up to the notion that
being nice can be
good for business

‘The best and wisest book
on advertising I’ve ever read’

Bernard Barnett
former editor of Campaign

Essential insights on how to make harmony work from one of
Britain’s most successful entrepreneurs and leaders
Peter Mead’s spectacular career saw him co-found Abbott Mead Vickers, which grew into one of the
industry’s most respected and garlanded advertising agencies.
Nice is Not a Biscuit distils the most important business lessons Peter has learnt from his years at the
cutting edge of advertising. In a series of short, utterly beguiling chapters it reveals the secrets of his success, and a lifetime’s thought about the right way to do business in the creative industries (and beyond).

17 February 2022
ISBN 9780715654262
Business Management
224 pages | £9.99
A-format hardback | 178x111mm
Territories: World

Peter Mead left school at 16 and went to
work for a large advertising agency, rising quickly through the ranks. In 1977,
he co-founded Abbott Mead Vickers,
which became, and remains, the most
successful British advertising agency
ever. In 2013, he received a CBE for
services to the creative industries.
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MARCH 2022

A Woman in Your Own Right

The Art of Assertive, Clear and Honest Communication

Anne Dickson

PAPERBACK

Stylish new edition

‘As important as it ever was’

Angela Neustatter

‘The bible for anyone who wants to get
their voice heard… Invaluable’

Lesley Garner

A fully updated 40th anniversary edition of the pioneering handbook for
female assertiveness – an indispensable guide to stating what you feel and want.
Despite recent advances in gender equality in education, the home and the workplace, in practice many women
and girls still find it a challenge to speak up and be heard.
Psychologist and assertiveness trainer Anne Dickson draws on her long experience of in-person training to give
all feminists the practical skills and tools we need to assert what we feel and want, manage difficult conversations,
say ‘No’, and find self-acceptance.

17 March 2022
ISBN 9780715654545
Self-help & Counselling
384 pages | £9.99

Anne Dickson is a psychologist, writer and trainer with
over 40 years’ experience of teaching communication
skills and management of emotions. She is the author of
several books, including The Mirror Within and Difficult
Conversations.

B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Illustrations: Integrated B/W
Territories: World
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A WOMAN IN YOUR OWN RIGHT

What does it mean to be assertive?
More specifically, what does it mean to be an assertive woman?
Forty years ago many people believed that assertiveness training
was only relevant for shy, retiring violets who needed to learn to be
more outspoken and less afraid of a good fight. In some ways,
though things have changed, a similar confusion exists today.
I could never have imagined how far the relevance of assertiveness
would reach... it soon became clear that women of very differing
cultures identified with similar problems of communication, low
self-esteem, expressing anger and problems with confrontation.

“”

APRIL 2022

Arcadian Days
John Spurling
Greek myths thrillingly reimagined
in a stunning duo

PAPERBACK

In Arcadian Days, award-winning novelist and playright
John Spurling restyles five male–female pairings that
sealed the fates of mortals, including Prometheus and
Pandora, and Odysseus and Penelope.
Arcadian Nights reimagines the legends of five great
Greek heroes – Apollo, Herakles, Theseus, Perseus and
Agamemnon – along with the gods, demi-gods and monsters who shaped their destinies.

28 April 2022
ISBN 9780715654569
Historical Fiction
320 pages | £9.99
Flapped B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World

Arcadian Nights
PAPERBACK
‘Spurling brings
together his strengths
as a dramatist,
an art critic,
and a novelist’

Michael Holroyd

28 April 2022
ISBN 9780715654583
Historical Fiction
320 pages | £9.99
Flapped B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World
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MAY 2022

Black Butterflies
Priscilla Morris

HARDBACK

Captivating storytelling
for readers who loved
The Tiger’s Wife and
The Cellist of Sarajevo

This extraordinarily affecting debut novel captures life inside the Siege of Sarajevo.
Sarajevo, spring 1992. Each night, nationalist gangs erect barricades, splitting the diverse city into ethnic enclaves.
When violence finally spills over, Zora, an artist and a teacher, sees that she must send her family to safety in
England. Reluctant to leave her work, she stays behind as the city falls under siege. Everything Zora loves is laid
to waste as she is forced to rebuild her life, over and over.
Inspired by real-life accounts of the longest siege in modern warfare, exactly thirty years ago, Black Butterflies is a
heartrending and utterly captivating portrait of disintegration, resilience and hope.

5 May 2022
ISBN (HB): 9780715654590 | £16.99
ISBN (TPB): 9780715654644 | £12.99
Literary Fiction
256 pages
Demy hardback | 216x138mm
Territories: UK C/Wealth

Priscilla Morris is the daughter of a
Yugoslav mother and a Cornish father. She grew up in London, spending summers in Sarajevo, and studied at Cambridge University and the
University of East Anglia, where she
gained her PhD in Creative Writing.
Black Butterflies is her debut novel.
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Deeper Into the Wood

MAY 2022

Ruth Pavey

PAPERBACK

From the
much-loved author of
A Wood of One’s Own

‘Delightfully discursive’

Daily Mail

‘A lyrical and inspiring story with
a strong environmental message’

In Your Area

A beguiling memoir that delves deeper into resilience, legacy and our connections with nature.
As steward of her four-acre woodland on the Somerset Levels, Ruth Pavey has witnessed nature’s shifting forces
play out in this wildlife haven. But when the rabbits suddenly vanish, it is an alarm call to learn what must be done
to preserve the wood for generations to come.
Deeper into the Wood recounts a year in the life of an amateur naturalist working with wildlife experts to interpret
the language of the land. Accompanied by Ruth’s own illustrations, this is one woman’s story of inspiration, conservation and love of place.

12 May 2022
ISBN 9780715654286
Memoir
256 pages | £10.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Illustrations: Integrated B/W
Territories: World

Ruth Pavey is the Gardening Correspondent for Ham & High. She attended the Ruskin School of Drawing and
Fine Art, and her illustrated works appear in her books. Pavey has written
reviews and features for publications
including the Observer, Guardian,
New Statesman and Garden.
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DEEPER INTO THE WOOD

‘The truths that Deeper into the Wood
tells about our rapidly changing
landscapes and natural world
are universal. It could make for
a rather sobering, melancholy
read, but Pavey’s self-deprecating
humour shines through and I
was heartened by this tale of
one woman doing her best to
bravely carve out a space
for wildlife, learning along the way’
Gardens Illustrated

JUNE 2022

Vagabonds

Life on the Streets of Nineteenth-Century London

Oskar Jensen

HARDBACK

Peter Ackroyd’s
London: The Biography
or Simon Jenkins’
A Short History of London
meets Hallie Rubenhold’s
The Five.

Compelling, moving and unexpected portraits of London’s poor from a rising star
British historian – the Dickensian city brought to real and vivid life.
Vagabonds brilliantly – and radically – shows us the city’s most compelling period (1780–1870) at street level. From
beggars and thieves to musicians and missionaries, porters and hawkers to sex workers and street criers, Jensen
unites a breadth of original research with first-hand accounts and testimonies to tell their stories in their own words.
What emerges is a buzzing, cosmopolitan world of the working classes, diverse in gender, ethnicity, origin, ability
and occupation – a world that challenges and fascinates us still.

2 June 2022
ISBN 9780715654392
Social and Cultural History
400 pages | £20.00
Royal hardback | 234x156mm
Territories: World

Oskar Jensen is an author and academic with a doctorate in History from
Christ Church, Oxford. Oskar writes
for New Statesman, has appeared on
BBC1’s Who Do You Think You Are?
and BBC Radio 3 and 4. Vagabonds
is his first trade non-fiction book.
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VAGABONDS

At first glance, he sees the usual squalor to be found when a large family lives entirely
in a single space. The children are pressed to the walls, sullen, wary of this big man with
his cape and stick. They appear to have no mother – at least, she is not present. There
is a storage cupboard, which is suggestive of good order. Godwin lays a hand upon the
latch. Perhaps his nostrils twitch: above the usual odours, to which he is not yet inured,
he detects something else, worse, something that he cannot place but that tugs, insistent. Something is wrong. With a creak, the cupboard door swings open. Godwin, we
can only assume, swallows back a retch.

He “found, shut up with the bread
and some other matters,
the body of a child, 			
without a coffin, but decently disposed.
The child had been dead a week: 			
on one of the shelves was its little mug,
marked ‘Mary Ann,’
with some broken crockery.”

Mary Ann must have been very small,
for her corpse to be stowed on a shelf.
But she is one of the family: she has her own mug.

“”

JUNE 2022

The Master of Measham Hall
Anna Abney

PAPERBACK

‘Impeccably researched and
wonderfully atmospheric’

Frances Quinn
Author of The Smallest Man

‘Exciting and immersive... Anna is
a stunning new talent’

Nicola Cornick
Author of The Last Daughter

A gripping historical adventure novel set during the Great Plague of the 1660s.
1665: the scars of the English Civil Wars are yet to heal and now the Great Plague engulfs the land.
Alethea Hawthorne is safe inside the walls of the Calverton household as a lady’s companion, awaiting the day
when she can return to her ancestral home of Measham Hall in Derbyshire.
But when Alethea suddenly finds herself cast out onto the plague-ridden streets of London, a long road to Derbyshire lies ahead. She must navigate a perilous new world of militias, religious dissenters, charlatans, and a pestilence that afflicts peasants and lords alike.

23 June 2022
ISBN 9780715654507
Historical Fiction
304 pages | £8.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World

Anna Abney is among the last descendants of the Abney family, former residents of Measham Hall, a lost
house of Derbyshire. Anna writes fiction, journalism and drama. Born and
raised in London, she lived in Ireland
for thirteen years, and now resides in
rural Kent.
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FARRAGO publishes fiction to make you smile, to tickle your funny bone.
We make sure that, once you’ve found one funny book, there’s a whole
series to enjoy.
Farrago readers can trust us to bring them new series to keep the
laughter going all year round.

JANUARY 2022

The Prize Racket

The Stockwell Park Orchestra, Book 4

Isabel Rogers

PAPERBACK
With a huge reward on the line,
the Stockwell Park Orchestra will need to
play on a whole new scale to win big.
Stockwell Park Orchestra is invited to take part in a TV
competition for classical music. For a £50,000 prize some
competitors are tempted to stretch the genre to
‘crossover’ and beyond.
Can a full concert orchestra compete with jazz bands and
Mrs Ford-Hughes singing in Portuguese with nine cellos?
The TV producers aren’t worried: they know a good fight
means great ratings.
What was supposed to be a quirky diversion threatens to
take over the orchestra’s rehearsals for their own concert,
but discovering a voting scam means they must fix things
in the TV studio first.

More Stockwell Park Orchestra
‘Sharp, witty and
richly entertaining’

Lev Parikian
Book 1
9781788421119

20 January 2022
ISBN 9781788423991
Social Comedy
304 pages | £8.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World

Book 2
9781788421386

Book 3
9781788422673

Isabel Rogers writes poetry and fiction. She won the 2014 Cardiff International Poetry Competition and was the
Hampshire Poet Laureate 2016. She
had a proper City job before a decade
in the Scottish Highlands, writing and
working in the NHS.
She is on Twitter @Isabelwriter
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JANUARY 2022

Mermaid Confidential
Serge Storms, Book 24

Tim Dorsey

PAPERBACK
If you like your humour dark and twisty,
then you’ll love Tim Dorsey’s outrageous
Serge Storms series of crime novels.
In this latest crime caper, Serge Storms and his permanently baked sidekick Coleman decide to pump the
brakes and live on island time.
But with young vacationers who party at all hours putting
their little slice of heaven on the line, Serge takes it upon
himself to convince the tourists to move on, and quickly
becomes a local favourite.
Meanwhile, the island chain’s long and rich smuggling
heritage is causing mayhem. Luckily, Florida’s most lovable serial killer is there to help!

More Serge Storms
‘Manic, hysterical...
I almost exploded with laughter’

Independent
Book 1
9781911440932

27 January 2022
ISBN 9781788424011
Humorous Crime & Mystery
320 pages | £8.99

Book 21
9781788421546

Book 23
9781788423595

Tim Dorsey was a reporter and editor
for the Tampa Tribune from 1987–99,
and is the author of twenty-three previous Serge Storms novels.

B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: UK C/wealth excl. Can
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FEBRUARY 2022

Sashay to the Centre of the Earth
Battlestar Suburbia, Book 3

Chris McCrudden

PAPERBACK

The third hilarious instalment of the
anarchic Battlestar Suburbia series.

The only thing harder to win than a war is the peace that
follows it… Six months after the end of hostilities that pitted man against robot, both machines and humans are
still struggling to work out how they’ll share custody of
the solar system.
Both learn that the answers to – and possibly the causes
of – all their problems lie not in space but under their feet.
It’s time for toasters and fleshies alike to Sashay to the
Centre of the Earth.

More Battlestar Suburbia
‘Cunning punnery...
a comic novel of our times’

Financial Times
Book 1
9781788421027

17 February 2022
ISBN 9781788423779
Science-Fiction
320 pages | £8.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World

Book 2
9781788421058

Chris McCrudden was born in South
Shields and has been, at various
points in his life, a butcher’s boy, a
burlesque dancer and a hand model
for a giant V for Victory sign on Canary Wharf. He now lives in London
and, when not writing books, works in
PR, so in many ways you could describe his life as a full-time fiction.
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MARCH 2022

The Great American Boogaloo
Paul Flower

PAPERBACK

A right-wing conspiracy theory spirals out of
control in this political satire for our times.
From his woodland bunker in Michigan, Bo ‘Big Bruddah’
Watts has assembled an army of gun-toting militiamen
based all over the US. He’s angry because he missed the
last uprising, which ended in failure.
Bill Hoeksma, former governor of Michigan, is now nominally in charge of his late father’s private military empire,
Silver Eagle. But the man really running the show is octogenarian Wilbur Tuttle, fresh out of jail.
Meanwhile, amid ever more frequent climate catastrophes, rumours are circulating that the liberal, female
President of the USA is going to ban beef – snatching the
great American hamburger from the mouths of American
patriots.
Tuttle’s plan? To stage a coup in Tampa, Florida by kidnapping the President’s daughter.

More Paul Flower

‘A rollicking riot
of insanity’

Goodreads
The Great American
Cheese War
9781788421577

31 March 2022
ISBN 9781788423861
Humorous Crime & Mystery
320 pages | £8.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm

Paul Flower was born and raised in
Michigan and still resides there. He
has been writing professionally for
more than 37 years and his work has
appeared in numerous national and
regional magazines.

Territories: World
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APRIL 2022

Death and Croissants
A Follet Valley Mystery, Book 1

Ian Moore

PAPERBACK

Now optioned for TV
by the producers
of Sky UK’s
Agatha Raisin.

‘A very funny page-turner.
Fantastique!’

Adam Kay

‘Beautifully done.
Very funny indeed’

Miles Jupp

The hit of the summer, by the leading broadcast comedian – now in paperback!
Richard is a middle-aged Englishman who runs a B&B in the Val de Follet in the Loire Valley. Nothing ever happens
to Richard and that’s the way he likes it.
One day, however, one of his older guests disappears, the only trace a bloody handprint on the wallpaper.
Another guest, the enigmatic Valérie, persuades Richard to join her in investigating the disappearance.
Richard remains a dazed passenger in the case until things become really serious and someone murders Ava
Gardner, one of his beloved hens... and you just don’t mess with a fellow’s hens.

01 April 2022
ISBN 9781788424233
Humorous Crime & Mystery
288 pages | £8.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World

Ian Moore is a leading stand-up comedian, known for his sharp, entertaining punditry. A TV and radio regular, he stars in Dave’s satirical show
Unspun and Channel 5’s topical comedy Big Mouths. He is also the author
of two memoirs on life in France: À la
Mod and C’est Modnifique. Ian lives in
the Loire Valley.
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EVERYONE IS WANTING MOORE!
‘A joyous read’
ALAN CARR
‘A writer of immense wit and charm’
PAUL SINHA

‘A far funnier book than a story about a bloody
murder has any right to be’
JOSH WIDDICOMBE

‘A really, really funny story’
JASON MANFORD

‘Sharp, slick and surprising’
CALLY BEATON

JANUARY 2022

Dolly and the Bird of Paradise
Dolly series, Book 1

A series with strong,
independent, smart
female heroines,
and endings sure
to surprise!

Dorothy Dunnett

PAPERBACK

The first in a series of witty, erudite suspense
mysteries, by the celebrated classic author.
Rita, a small, tough Scottish make-up artist, is on Madeira trying to find out who killed Kim-Jim, an American
make-up supremo. Also anchored off the island is Dolly,
the yacht of Johnson Johnson, with whom she teams up.
Rita’s fighting spirits are aroused despite the danger.
She is not one for quitting, even when she learns she is
caught up in an international drug-smuggling ring.
But she also discovers that dealing with the maddeningly
enigmatic Johnson Johnson is by no stretch of the imagination plain sailing.
Dorothy Dunnett

More Dolly
Book
2
3
4
5
6
7

Title
DOLLY AND THE SINGING BIRD
DOLLY AND THE COOKIE BIRD
DOLLY AND THE DOCTOR BIRD
DOLLY AND THE STARRY BIRD
DOLLY AND THE NANNY BIRD
MORROCAN TRAFFIC

7 April 2022
ISBN 9781788424097
Mystery
272 pages | £8.99

Price
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99
£8.99

Publication
5 May 2022
2 June 2022
30 June 2022
28 July 2022
25 August 2022
22 September 2022

ISBN
9781788424110
9781788424134
9781788424158
9781788424172
9781788424196
9781788424226

Dorothy Dunnett gained an international reputation as a
writer of historical fiction before turning to crime writing.
She was a board member of the Edinburgh International
Book Festival, and in 1992 she was awarded an OBE for
her services to literature. She died in 2001.

B-format paperback | 198x129mm
Territories: World
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MAY 2022

The Cat and the Pendulum

The No. 2 Feline Detective Agency, Book 10

Mandy Morton

PAPERBACK

Hettie and Tilly are called in to
investigate Agatha Crispy’s stolen
manuscript in another claw-biting case for
the No. 2 Feline Detective Agency.
When the celebrated crime writer Agatha Crispy
engages Hettie and Tilly in the search for a stolen
manuscript, our feline detective duo is plunged into a
world of Dickensian thieves and murderers.
Does the ghost of Jake the Nipper prowl the London
Streets of Kitzrovia? Will Madame Two Paws’s exhibition
wax or wane? And will the secrets in the crypt of the
church of St Mavis and Cucumber finally be revealed?

More No. 2 Feline Detective Agency
‘Original and
intriguing’

P. D. James
Book 9
Book 8
Book 6
Book 7
9781788420983 9781788420990 9781788421874 9781788423052

12 May 2022
ISBN 9781788423540
Humorous Crime & Mystery
240 pages | £8.99
B-format paperback | 198x129mm

Mandy Morton began her professional life as a musician. More recently,
she has worked as an arts journalist
for national and local radio. She lives
with her partner in Cambridge and
Cornwall.

Territories: World
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THE SCHOOL OF LIFE is a global organisation helping people lead
more fulfilled lives. Through their range of books, gifts and stationery
they aim to prompt more thoughtful natures
and help everyone to find fulfilment.
It is a rapidly growing global brand, with over 7 million YouTube
subscribers, 348,000 Facebook followers, 246,000 Instagram
followers and 163,000 Twitter followers.
Duckworth Books represents THE SCHOOL OF LIFE Press
to the book trade.

January 2022

A Simpler Life

A guide to greater serenity, ease and clarity

HARDBACK

A guide to the
simpler lives we
crave and
deserve

‘Interesting and
thought-provoking’

Feefo

Exploring ideas around minimalism, simplicity and how to live comfortably with less.
The modern world can be a complicated, frenzied and noisy place, filled with too many options, products, ideas and
opinions. That explains why what many of us long for is simplicity: a life that can be more pared down, peaceful
and focused on the essentials.
This book is a guide to the simpler lives we crave and deserve. It considers how we might achieve simplicity across
a range of areas: our relationships, social lives, work routines and our approaches to possessions and media.
Along the way, we learn about Zen Buddhism, psychoanalysis, and why we probably don’t need more than three
good friends or a few treasured belongings.

Similar titles from The School of Life:

6 January 2022
ISBN 9781912891689
Popular psychology
216 pages | £15.00
Hardback | 180x125mm
Illustrations: 42 Illustrations

A MORE EXCITING LIFE

HOW TO SURVIVE THE

9781912891252

MODERN WORLD
9781912891535
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MARCH 2022

On Failure
How to Succeed at Defeat
A hopeful,

HARDBACK

consoling,
gentle book
about failure

‘Immensely illuminating
and spiritually palliating’

Goodreads

A reassuring guide on how to overcome failure, teaching us that we can learn to fail well.
Our societies talk a lot about success, but the reality is that no one gets through life without failing.
This book encourages us to accept the role that failure plays for all of us and to feel compassion for ourselves for
the messes we can’t help but make as we go through our lives. It is packed with dignified, sensible, kindly suggestions about how to approach failure: how to deal with friends, how to cope with enemies, how to endure regret,
how to pick oneself up, how to accept oneself despite one’s flaws, and how to endure and thrive in new, less than
ideal circumstances.

Similar titles from The School of Life:

10 March 2022
ISBN 9781912891672
Popular psychology
232 pages | £15.00
Hardback | 204x136mm
Illustrations: 11 images

ON MENTAL ILLNESS

ON CONFIDENCE

9781912891818

9780995573673
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APRIL 2022

On Mental Illness
What can calm, reassure and console
An essential

HARDBACK

tool to help us
on the way to
our recovery

‘Offers insight, comfort
and some great tools’

Feefo

A compassionate and hopeful guide to achieving emotional wellbeing.
This is a guide to how to cope with a variety of forms of mental pain and unwellness, from the very mild to the more
severe. It explains to us how and why we might become ill, how we can explain things to friends and family, how we
should take care of ourselves – and how we might adjust our view of ourselves and our future so as to live wisely
alongside our difficulties.
Written with kindness, knowledge and sympathy, and drawing upon the experience and knowledge of The School
of Life therapists, this book is an essential tool to help us on the way to our recovery.

Similar titles from The School of Life:

14 April 2022
ISBN 9781912891818
Health psychology
192 pages | £15.00
Hardback | 180x125mm
Illustrations: 24 images

MIND & BODY

ANXIETY

9781912891467

9781912891214
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MARCH 2022

The School of Life:
Calm
The harmony and serenity we crave

PAPERBACK
Calm explores the causes of our greatest stresses
and anxieties and gives us a succession of highly
persuasive, beautiful and sometimes dryly comic
arguments with which to defend ourselves against
panic and confusion.

24 March 2022
ISBN 9781912891986
Popular psychology
£9.99
Paperback | 198x129mm

The School of Life:
Relationships
Learning how to love

PAPERBACK
Relationships calmly and charmingly takes us around
the key issues of relationships, from arguments to sex,
forgiveness to communication, making sure that success in love need never again be just a matter of luck.

24 March 2022
ISBN 9781912891979
Popular psychology
£9.99

The new
and first
School of Life
paperback series

Paperback | 198x129mm
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MAY 2022

A More Loving World

How to increase compassion, kindness and joy

HARDBACK

A book that rallies
us to remember how
much we all long for,
and depend on, love

‘...grounds you and
gives you hope’

Goodreads

How we can work towards a better and kinder world.
The modern world is richer, safer and more connected than ever before but it is – arguably – also a far less loving
world than we need or want.
A More Loving World rallies us to remember how much we all long for, and depend on, love: how much we need
people to forgive us for our errors, how much everyone deserves to be treated with consideration and imagination
and how being truly civilised means extending patience and kindness to all those we have to deal with.

Similar titles from The School of Life:

5 May 2022
ISBN 9781912891863
Social issues and processes
176 pages | £12.00
Hardback | 181x110mm
Illustrations: 18 images

HOW TO REFORM

WHAT THEY FORGOT TO

CAPITALISM

TEACH YOU AT SCHOOL

9780995753570

9781912891399
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JUNE 2022

Art Against Despair

Pictures to battle sorrow and restore hope

HARDBACK

A collection of
the world’s most
consoling and
uplifting images

‘...eloquent tone
and profuse insight’

Goodreads

An inspiring selection of 100 images offering us
hope and comfort, reminding us that we are not alone in our sorrow.
One of the most unexpectedly useful things we can do when we’re feeling glum or out of sorts is to look at pictures.
This is a collection of 100 of the world’s most consoling and uplifting images, accompanied by small essays that talk
about the works in a way that offers us comfort and inspiration. All the images have been carefully chosen to help
us with a particular problem we might face: a broken heart, a difficulty at work, the meanness of others.
Art Against Despair is a portable museum dedicated to beauty and consolation, a unique book about art which is
also about psychology and healing: a true piece of art therapy.

Similar titles from The School of Life:

2 June 2022
ISBN 9781912891900
Individual artists, art monographs
224 pages | £20.00
Hardback | 246x180mm
Illustrations: 100 images

DRAWING AS THERAPY
9781912891597

VARIETIES OF
MELANCHOLY
9781912891603
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HIGHLIGHTS

9780715654330

9780715654224

9780715654279
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